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Abstract
We consider Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) scheduling in the 3GPP LTE-Advanced (3GPP LTE-A)
cellular uplink. The 3GPP LTE-A uplink allows for precoded multi-stream (precoded MIMO) transmission
from each scheduled user and also allows flexible multi-user (MU) scheduling wherein multiple users can
be assigned the same time-frequency resource. However, exploiting these features is made challenging by
certain practical constraints that have been imposed in order to maintain a low signaling overhead. We show
that while the scheduling problem in the 3GPP LTE-A cellular uplink is NP-hard, it can be formulated as
the maximization of a submodular set function subject to one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints.
We then propose constant-factor polynomial-time approximation algorithms and demonstrate their superior
performance via simulations.
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1 Introduction
The 3GPP LTE-A based cellular network [1] together with the IEEE 802.16m based cellular network are the
only two cellular networks classified as 4G cellular networks by the international telecommunications union.
Some key attributes that a 4G uplink must possess are the ability to support a peak spectral efficiency of
15 bps/Hz and a cell average spectral efficiency of 2 bps/Hz, ultra-low latency and bandwidths of up to
100MHz. To achieve these ambitious specifications, the 3GPP LTE-A uplink is based on a modified form
of the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing based multiple-access (OFDMA) [1]. In addition, it allows
precoded multi-stream (precoded MIMO) transmission from each scheduled user as well as flexible multi-
user scheduling. Notice that while OFDMA itself allows for significant spectral efficiency gains via channel
dependent frequency domain scheduling, multi-user multi-stream communication promises substantially higher
degrees of freedom [2]. Our focus in this paper is on the 3GPP LTE-A uplink (UL) and in particular on MU
MIMO scheduling for the LTE-A UL. Predominantly, almost all of the 4G cellular systems that will be
deployed will be based on the 3GPP LTE-A standard [1]. This standard is an enhancement of the basic LTE
standard which is referred to in the industry as Release 8 and indeed deployments conforming to Release 8 are
already underway. The scheduling in the LTE-A UL is done in the frequency domain where in each scheduling
interval the scheduler assigns one or more resource blocks (RBs) to each scheduled user. Each RB contains
a pre-defined set of consecutive subcarriers and consecutive OFDM symbols and is the minimum allocation
unit.
The goal of this work is to design practical uplink MU-MIMO resource allocation algorithms for the LTE-
A cellular network, where the term resource refers to RBs as well as precoding matrices. In particular, we
consider the design of resource allocation algorithms via weighted sum rate utility maximization that account
for finite user queues (buffers) and finite precoding codebooks. In addition, the designed algorithms comply
with all the main practical constraints on the assignment of RBs and precoders to the scheduled users. We
first capture all the key definitions used in this paper in Appendix A. Then, we list our main contributions in
the following:
1) We first assume that users can employ ideal Gaussian codes and that the base-station (BS) can employ
an optimal receiver. We then enforce user rates to lie in a fundamental achievable rate region of the multiple
access channel which is a polymatroid and show that the resulting resource allocation problem is NP-hard.
We prove that the resource allocation problem can however be formulated as the maximization of a monotonic
sub-modular set function subject to one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints, and can be solved using a
recently discovered polynomial time randomized constant-factor approximation algorithm [3]. We also adapt
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a simpler deterministic greedy algorithm and show that it yields a constant-factor approximation for scenarios
of interest.
2) We then consider scenarios where users employ codes constructed over finite alphabets. In this case the
mutual information terms needed to specify an achievable rate region do not have closed form expressions.
On the other hand the achievable rate region obtained for Gaussian alphabets can be a loose outer bound.
Consequently, we obtain a tighter outer bound which is also a polymatroid. As a result all algorithms
developed for Gaussian alphabets can be reused after simple modifications. Finally, we demonstrate the
superior performance of our proposed algorithms via simulations using a realistic channel model.
An interesting corollary that follows from our results is that a popular transmit antenna selection problem
in point-to-point MIMO communications can be posed as a sub-modular maximization problem that is NP-
hard but can be approximately solved (with at-least half optimality) by a simple greedy algorithm.
1.1 Related Work
Resource allocation over OFDMA networks has been widely studied [4–6] with a large fraction of the problems
that have so far been considered being single-user (SU) scheduling problems, which attempt to maximize a
system utility under the constraint that scheduled users can only be assigned non-overlapping subcarriers.
These problems have been formulated as continuous optimization problems, and since they are in general non-
linear and non-convex, many approaches including those based on game theory [5] and dual decomposition [4]
have been developed. MU scheduling in the uplink has been considered in [7] which investigates the tradeoff
between fairness and efficiency, and from an information theoretic perspective in [8]. In particular, [8] derives
a formulation of the capacity region of a discrete memoryless multiple access channel (MAC) involving only
one non-convex constraint and then proposes methods to compute inner and outer bounds. A MIMO MAC
with finite rate feedback is considered in [9] and a joint user selection, beamforming and quantization strategy
is proposed and comprehensively analyzed.
Recent works have focused on emerging cellular standards and have formulated the respective resource
allocation problems as constrained integer programs. A prominent example is [6] which consider the design
of downlink SU-MIMO schedulers for LTE systems. In this context, we note that downlink frequency domain
scheduling in LTE systems using quantized channel quality feedback has been analyzed in [10]. On the other
hand, corresponding resource allocation problems for the cellular uplink have been examined in [11–14]. In
particular, [11, 12, 14] show that the single-user UL LTE (Release 8) scheduling problem is NP-hard and
provide constant-factor approximation algorithms, whereas [13] considers SU-MIMO LTE-A scheduling. The
algorithms in [11–14] cannot incorporate MU scheduling and also cannot incorporate knapsack constraints.
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MU scheduling for the LTE (Release 8) UL is considered in detail in [15]. However, we emphasize that certain
additional constraints imposed on LTE (Release 8) UL MU scheduling essentially ensure that algorithms
optimized for LTE MU-scheduling are unsuitable for LTE-A MU-scheduling whereas algorithms optimized for
LTE-A MU-scheduling (as presented in this paper) are not applicable to LTE MU-scheduling.
2 MU-MIMO Scheduling in the LTE-A UL
Consider a single-cell uplink with K users and one base-station (BS) which is assumed to have Nr ≥ 1 receive
antennas. Suppose that user k has Nt ≥ 1 transmit antennas and its power budget is Pk. We let N denote
the total number of available resource blocks (RBs). For convenience and without loss of generality, in the
following analysis we assume each RB to have unit size. Then, let H
(n)
k denote the Nr × Nt channel matrix
seen by the BS from user k on RB n, which we assume is known perfectly to the BS. We let e = (u, c,W)
denote a 3-tuple, where 1 ≤ u ≤ K denotes a user, W ∈ W (such that tr(W†W) = 1) denotes a precoder
from a finite codebook W and c ∈ C denotes a valid assignment of RBs chosen from the set C containing all
possible valid assignments. In particular, each c is an N−length vector with binary-valued ({0, 1}) entries
and we say an RB i belongs to c (i ∈ c) if c contains a one in its ith position, i.e., c(i) = 1. Next, we let
E = {e = (u, c,W) : 1 ≤ u ≤ K, c ∈ C,W ∈ W} denote the ground set of all possible such 3-tuples. For any
such 3-tuple we adopt the convention that
e = (u, c,W) ⇒ ce = c, We =W, ue = u, H(n)e = H(n)u ∀ n.
Suppose now that a subset A ⊆ E is selected or scheduled by the base-station. Then on each RB n the
received signal vector at the BS can be modeled as the output of a MIMO multiple access channel, as
y(n) =
∑
e∈A
ce(n)H
(n)
e W
(n)
e x
(n)
e + v
(n), (1)
where v(n) ∼ CN (0, I) is the additive Gaussian noise and x(n)e is the input vector corresponding to 3-tuple e,
i.e., the input vector transmitted by user ue on RB n.
We consider the problem of scheduling users in the frequency domain in a given scheduling interval. Let
αk > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ K denote the positive weight of the kth user which is an input to the scheduling algorithm
and is updated using the output of the scheduling algorithm in every scheduling interval, say according to the
proportional fairness rule [16]. Letting rk denote the rate assigned to the k
th user (in bits per N RBs), we
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consider the following weighted sum rate utility maximization problem,
max
∑
1≤k≤K
αkrk, (2)
where the maximization is over the assignment of RBs and precoders to the users subject to:
Decodability constraint: The rates assigned to the scheduled users should be decodable by the base-
station receiver. Notice that unlike SU scheduling, MU scheduling allows for multiple users to be assigned the
same RB. Thus, the rate that can be achieved for user k need not be only a function of the RBs, precoders
and powers assigned to the kth user but can also depend on those assigned to the other users.
One precoder and one power level per user: Each scheduled user can be assigned any one precoding
matrix from a finite codebook of such matrices W. In addition, each scheduled user can transmit with only
one power level (or power spectral density (PSD)) on all its assigned RBs. This PSD is implicitly determined
by the number of RBs assigned to that user, i.e., the user divides its total power equally among all its
assigned RBs. The motivation behind these two constraints is that while they significantly decrease the
signaling overhead involved in conveying the scheduling decisions to the users, they do not result in significant
performance degradation. This is because the uplink channel between each user and the base station is
typically highly correlated so that each user’s set of preferred spatial directions can be regarded as being
approximately frequency non-selective. Consequently, these preferred spatial directions can be reasonably
well quantized using a single precoding matrix. Similarly, the multi-user diversity effect ensures that each
user is scheduled on the set of RBs on which it has relatively good channels. A constant power allocation over
such good channels results in a negligible loss [17].
At most two chunks per-user: The set of RBs assigned to each scheduled user should form at-most
two mutually non-contiguous chunks, where each chunk is a set of contiguous RBs. We note here that in the
LTE (Release 8) UL each scheduled user is assigned only one chunk of contiguous RBs [18]. Allowing only one
chunk of contiguous RBs to be assigned, together with the DFT spreading operation that each scheduled user
must employ, ensure a low transmit peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR). In the LTE-A UL each user must
employ the DFT spreading but can be assigned up-to two chunks. This relaxation in LTE-A is essentially
a compromise between the need to provide more scheduling flexibility and the need to keep PAPR under
check [1]. A feasible RB allocation and co-scheduling of users in LTE-A multi-user uplink is depicted in Fig 1.
Notice that each scheduled user is assigned at-most two mutually non-contiguous chunks. Also note that any
two scheduled users can partially overlap, i.e., any subset of the RBs assigned to a user can also be assigned
to another user. This is in contrast to the LTE UL in which any two scheduled users must either not overlap
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or must completely overlap [18].
Finite buffers We let Qk denote the size in bits of the queue (buffer) associated with the k
th user. Thus,
the rate rk assigned to user k cannot exceed Qk.
In addition to the aforementioned constraints the following constraints can also be imposed.
Control channel overhead and interference limit constraints: Every user that is scheduled must
be informed about its transmission rate and the set of RBs on which it must transmit, along with the precoder
it should employ. This information is sent on the DL control channel of limited capacity which in turn imposes
constraints that the set of scheduled users must respect. These constraints are further discussed in [15]. On
the other hand, the scheduling decisions that are made should also comply with interference limit constraints
which ensure that the interference caused to other cells does not exceed certain specified margins.
We will formulate the optimization problem in (2) as the maximization of a monotonic submodular set
function subject to one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints. Towards this end, we first recall the key
definitions from Appendix A and then enforce that the non-zero entries in each c ∈ C form at-most two
non-contiguous chunks. In addition, for each 3-tuple e = (u, c,W) ∈ E we let pe denote the associated power
level (PSD). This PSD can be computed as Pusize(c) , where size(c) denotes the number of ones (number of RBs)
in c. Further, let αe, Qe denote the weight and buffer (queue) size associated with the 3-tuple e, respectively
and let re denote the rate associated with the 3-tuple e. We will use the phrase selecting a 3-tuple e to imply
that the user ue is scheduled to transmit on the RBs indicated in ce with PSD pe and precoder We. Thus,
the constraints of one precoder and one power level per user along with at most two chunks per-user can be
imposed by allowing the scheduler to select any subset of 3-tuples U ⊆ E such that ∑e∈U 1{ue = u} ≤ 1 for
each u ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, where 1{.} denotes the indicator function. Accordingly, we define a family of subsets of
E , denoted by I , as
I =

U ⊆ E :
∑
e∈U
1{ue = u} ≤ 1, ∀ 1 ≤ u ≤ K

 . (3)
We recall the model in (1) and next consider the decodability constraint after first assuming that each
user can employ ideal Gaussian codes (i.e., codes for which the coded modulated symbols can be regarded
as i.i.d. Gaussian) and that the BS can employ an optimal receiver. Subsequently, we will consider finite
input alphabets. Recall that in DFT-Spread-OFDMA each user linearly transforms its codeword using a DFT
matrix in order to reduce the PAPR. Note, however, that under the assumption of ideal Gaussian codes and
optimal receiver, the DFT spreading operation performed by each user can be ignored. Accordingly, we define
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a set function f : 2E → IR+ as
f(U) =
N∑
n=1
log
∣∣∣∣∣∣I+
∑
e∈U
pece(n)H
(n)
e We(H
(n)
e We)
†
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , ∀ U ⊆ E . (4)
It can be verified that f(.) defined in (4) is a submodular set function, i.e., it satisfies
f(A∪ {e})− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ {e})− f(B),
for all A ⊆ B ⊆ E and e ∈ E \ B. Further since it is monotonic (i.e., f(A) ≤ f(B), ∀ A ⊆ B) and normalized
f(φ) = 0, where φ denotes the empty set, we can assert that f(.) is a rank function. Consequently, for each
U ⊆ E , the region
P(U , f) =

r = [re]e∈U ∈ IR
|U|
+ :
∑
e∈A
re ≤ f(A), ∀ A ⊆ U

 , (5)
is a polymatroid [19]. Note that for each U ⊆ E , P(U , f) is the fundamental achievable rate region of a
multiple access channel so that each rate-tuple rU = [re]e∈U ∈ P(U , f) is achievable [20]. Thus, we can impose
decodability constraints by imposing that the assigned rate-tuple satisfy rU ∈ P(U , f) for any selected subset
U ⊆ E.
Next, in order to impose buffer (queue) constraints, we define a box
B(U) = {r = [re]e∈U ∈ IR|U|+ : 0 ≤ re ≤ Qe, ∀ e ∈ U}, ∀ U ⊆ E . (6)
Thus, for a (tentative) choice U , we can satisfy both decodability and buffer constraints by assigning only
rate-tuples that lie in the region P(U , f) ∩ B(U). Clearly among all such rate-tuples we are interested in the
one that maximizes the weighted sum rate. Hence, without loss of optimality with respect to (2), with each
U ⊆ E we can associate a rate-tuple in P(U , f) ∩ B(U) that maximizes the weighted sum rate. Accordingly,
we define the following set function that determines the reward obtained upon selecting any subset of E . We
define the set function h : 2E → IR+ as
h(U) = max
r=[re]e∈U
r∈P(U,f)∩B(U)


∑
e∈U
αere

 , ∀ U ⊆ E . (7)
Leveraging the arguments made in [15], we can represent the control channel overhead constraints as
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column-sparse knapsack constraints such that a subset U is feasible if and only if
ACxU ≤ b, (8)
where AC ∈ {0, 1}L×|E| is a binary valued matrix for some integer L ≥ 1 and b is an L length vector, referred
to as the control channel budget vector, whose entries are positive integers. xU ∈ {0, 1}|E |×1 is a vector with
an entry equal to one in each position corresponding to each 3-tuple e ∈ U and zero elsewhere. Notice that
the coefficients in AC are not normalized and hence AC and b together enforce the control channel overhead
constraints. Moreover, the total number of non-zero coefficients in any column of AC is no more than an
integer ∆ ≥ 1 which denotes the column sparsity level such that ∆ << L.
Finally, let us consider the interference limit constraints. Suppose that the cell of interest is surrounded
by M adjacent cells (or sectors). Let em be an N−length vector of binary valued entries which conveys the
RBs such that the total interference caused to the mth base station over all the RBs indicated in em should
be no greater than a specified upper bound. In particular, let Ru,m be the (wide-band) correlation matrix of
the channel seen at the mth base station from the uth user in the cell of interest.1 Then the total interference
caused to the mth base station over all the RBs indicated in em, upon selecting 3-tuples in any set U ⊆ E is
equal to
∑
e∈U
petr(W
†
eRue,mWe)(c
T
e em)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βe,m
. (9)
Then, we are allowed to select any set of 3-tuples U ⊆ E such that the resulting total interference imposed on
the mth base station over all the RBs indicated in em is no greater than a specified upper bound γ(m), i.e.,
such that 1γ(m)
∑
e∈U βe,m ≤ 1, ∀ 1 ≤ m ≤ M . Thus, all the interference limit constraints can be represented
as M generic knapsack constraints given by
AIxU ≤ 1M , (10)
where AI ∈ [0, 1]M×|E| and 1M is a M length vector of ones.
Summarizing the aforementioned results, we have formulated (2) as the following optimization problem:
max
U⊆E
{h(U)} s.t.
1We assume that the BS in the cell of interest also knows this correlation matrix by exchanging appropriate messages with BS
m on the backhaul.
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U ∈ I ;
AIxU ≤ 1M ; ACxU ≤ b. (11)
In (11) we regard M,∆ as constants that are arbitrarily fixed, whereas L can scale polynomially in the
cardinality of the ground set |E|. Then, for a given number of users K, number of RBs N and the codebook
cardinality |W| (which together fix |E|), an instance (or input) of the problem in (11) consists of a set of positive
user weights {αu} and queue sizes {Qu}, per-user per-RB channel matrices {H(n)u } : 1 ≤ u ≤ K, 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
a codebook W (of cardinality |W|) along with a column sparse matrix AC ∈ {0, 1}L×|E|, budget vector b
and any matrix AI ∈ [0, 1]M×|E|. The output is a subset Uˆ ⊆ E along with a rate-tuple rUˆ . Note that |E| is
O(K|W|N4).
We first introduce the following two results that will be invoked later.
Lemma 1. The family of subsets I defined in (3) is an independence family and (E ,I) is a partition matroid.
Proof. Let E(k) denote the set of all e ∈ E : ue = k and notice that E(k) ∩ E(j) = φ, ∀ k 6= j. Then, note that
I can also be defined as A ∈ I ⇔ |A ∩ E(k)| ≤ 1 ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ K, which is the definition of a partition matroid
(cf. Appendix A).
The proof of the following lemma follows from basic definitions [19] and is skipped for brevity.
Lemma 2. The region P(U , f) ∩ B(U), ∀ U ⊆ E is a polymatroid characterized by the rank function f ′ :
2E → IR+ where
f ′(U) = min
R⊆U

f(U \ R) +
∑
e∈R
Qe

 , ∀ U ⊆ E . (12)
We are now ready to offer our main result. Let us assume that computing h(U) for any U ⊆ E incurs a unit
cost (or equivalently is given by an oracle in a single query). We will show that even under this assumption
the problem in (11) is NP hard. Before proceeding it is useful to recall the definitions given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. The optimization problem in (11) is NP hard and is the maximization of a monotonic sub-
modular set function subject to one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints.
Proof. Proved in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. There is a randomized algorithm whose complexity scales polynomially in |E| and which yields
a e−1e2(M+∆+1)+o(M) approximation to (11).
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Proof. The key observation is that the partition matroid constraint in (11) can be expressed as K knapsack
constraints (one for each user). Let AP denote the resulting K × |E| matrix determined by these constraints,
whose kth row corresponds to the kth user. Note that this row has ones in each position for which the
corresponding 3-tuple e satisfies ue = k and zeros elsewhere. Together these K knapsack constraints are
column-sparse knapsack constraints wherein in each column a non-zero entry appears only once. Thus, the
total K + L + M knapsack constraints are column-sparse constraints in which each 3-tuple can appear in
at-most M +∆+ 1 constraints so that each column can have at-most M +∆+ 1 non-zero coefficients. With
this understanding, we can invoke the randomized algorithm from [3] which is applicable to the maximization
of any monotonic submodular set function subject to column-sparse knapsack constraints and obtain the
guarantee claimed in the theorem.
Notice that since any monotonic submodular set function is also monotonic and sub-additive, we can infer
the following result from Theorem 1.
Lemma 3. The function h(.) defined in (7) is sub-additive, i.e.,
h(U) ≤ h(U1) + h(U2), ∀ U1,U2,U : U1 ∪ U2 = U . (13)
Practical implementation might demand a simpler and combinatorial (deterministic) algorithm. Unfortu-
nately, as remarked in [21], it is difficult to design combinatorial (deterministic) algorithms that can combine
both matroid and knapsack constraints. Nevertheless in Algorithm I we specialize a well known greedy algo-
rithm to our problem of interest (11). In this algorithm we maintain a set S. In each iteration of Algorithm I
we add a 3-tuple (from the set of unselected 3-tuples) to S that yields the largest incremental gain among all
feasible 3-tuples that have not yet been selected and where the offered incremental gain is strictly positive.
Moreover a 3-tuple is deemed feasible in an iteration if it along with the already selected 3-tuples, satisfies
all the constraints in (11). The process continues until either no feasible 3-tuple offers a positive incremental
gain or if there are no feasible 3-tuples left.
We now proceed to analyze the performance of Algorithm I and first introduce the following scenario that
is of particular interest. We emphasize that this scenario is not required to implement Algorithm I but rather
it is introduced since it has a fairly wide applicability and it allows for a better approximation guarantee.
Towards this end, we offer a simple sufficient condition for a knapsack constraint to be matroid constraint.
Lemma 4. The ith knapsack constraint is a matroid constraint if all its strictly positive coefficients are
identical,i.e., 1{Ai,j > 0} = 1{Ai,k > 0} ⇒ Ai,j = Ai,k, ∀ j, k.
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We note that necessary and sufficient conditions for a knapsack constraint (with rational valued coefficients)
to be a matroid constraint have been derived in [22] and an efficient algorithm to verify such conditions is
given in [23]. Then consider the scenario for which the following two conditions are met.
Condition 1. The control channel overhead constraints are modeled using L knapsack constraints, where L
now represents the number of orthogonal (non-overlapping) control channel regions. Each user (and hence all
its corresponding 3-tuples) is associated with only one of these regions. Further, each constraint corresponds to
a cardinality constraint which enforces that no more than a given number of 3-tuples among those associated
with the corresponding control region can be scheduled. Notice then that these L control channel overhead
constraints are sparse with ∆ = 1 and since they satisfy Lemma 4 they are matroid constraints as well.
We will show in the sequel that when Condition 1 is met, the intersection of the L control channel overhead
constraints is itself a matroid constraint
Condition 2. All the M interference limit knapsack constraints are matroid constraints.
We note that a simplistic modeling of the interference limit constraints can ensure that Condition 2 is met.
For instance, considering the mth interference limit knapsack constraint (corresponding to the adjacent BS
m) and recalling (9), each 3-tuple e ∈ E can be assigned to one of two sets using an appropriate threshold δm:
one set comprising those which cause high interference {βe,m > δm} and the other one comprising those which
do not. Then a cardinality constraint is imposed only on the set of 3-tuples that cause high interference, i.e.,
the coefficients (in the mth interference limit knapsack constraint) of all 3-tuples belonging to the first set are
set to 1/γ(m) and the remaining ones are set to zero while the upper bound γ(m) is set to be the cardinality
bound. Then, it can be seen that all resulting interference limit constraints (upon considering all the M
adjacent BSs) satisfy Lemma 4 and hence are matroid constraints.
The following result provides the worst-case guarantee offered by Algorithm I.
Theorem 3. The complexity of Algorithm I is O(K2N4|W|) and it yields a 1K approximation to (11). Further,
if Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied then Algorithm I yields a constant-factor 12+M approximation to (11).
Proof. Proved in Appendix C.
Remark 1. Let us reconsider the submodular maximization problem defined in (31). This problem in fact
also represents a popular transmit antenna selection problem in point-to-point MIMO communications [24].
Indeed, K can be regarded as the total number of available transmit antennas while C then denotes the
number of transmit antennas that have to be selected and a normalization factor
√
ρ
C , where ρ denotes the
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SNR, can be absorbed into the matrix H. Then, our result in Theorem 1 proves that this transmit antenna
selection problem is NP-hard. Next, the greedy Algorithm I when specialized to this problem reduces to a known
incremental successive transmit antenna selection algorithm [24] but for which no approximation guarantees
were as yet known. Notice that this problem satisfies Conditions 1 and 2 since the constraint in (31) can
be accommodated using just one control channel knapsack constraint that has equal coefficients for all users.
Then, invoking the result in Theorem 3 (with M = 0) we can infer that the greedy Algorithm I (or equivalently
the incremental successive transmit antenna selection algorithm) offers a 1/2 approximation to the transmit
antenna selection problem. An analogous observation for the receive antenna selection problem was made
recently and independently in [25]. In addition, [25] considers a different version of the transmit antenna
selection problem in which the number of antennas to be selected, C, is not given as an input (but instead
is an output) and classifies it as an open problem since it is not equivalent to a submodular maximization
problem. We note here that even for that version, we can obtain an approximation algorithm by sequentially
running the greedy Algorithm K times, initialized with inputs C = 1, · · · ,K respectively, and picking the
overall best among the K outputs. It is readily seen that such an algorithm will also yield a 1/2 approximation
since the output of each run is within 1/2 of its respective optima.
Remark 2. Recall that we have assumed that the BS employs an ideal receiver, which in practice can be
closely approached by iterative Turbo receivers. However, when each user’s queue is of infinite size (a.k.a
infinitely backlogged case), the assigned rate-tuple is a corner-point of the polymatroid in (5) (defined for the
selected subset) and thus can be achieved using a simple MMSE-SIC receiver [26].
Notice that so far we have assumed that computing h(U) for any U ⊆ E incurs a unit cost. We can indeed
show that Algorithm I has polynomial complexity under a stricter notion that computing f(U) (instead of
h(U)) for any U ⊆ E incurs a unit cost.2 To show this, it suffices to prove that h(U) can be determined with
a complexity polynomial in |U|. A key observation towards this end is that for any U ⊆ E , f ′(U) in (12) can
be computed as
f ′(U) =
∑
e∈U
Qe + min
R⊆U

f(R)−
∑
e∈R
Qe

 , ∀ U ⊆ E . (14)
Then, since the function f(R)−∑e∈RQe, ∀ R ⊆ E is a submodular set function, we can solve the minimization
in (14) using submodular function minimization routines that have a complexity polynomial in |U | [27]. Thus,
from (26) we can conclude that h(U) can indeed be determined with a complexity polynomial in |U|. We now
2This assumption results in no loss of generality since the worst-case cost of computing f(U) is O(NK3).
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propose simple observations that can considerably speed up Algorithm I.
• Lazy evaluations. An important feature that speeds up the greedy algorithm substantially has been
discovered and exploited in [28, 29]. In particular, due to the submodularity of the objective function
the incremental gain offered by a 3-tuple over any selected subset of 3-tuples not including it decreases
monotonically as the selected subset grows larger. Thus, at any step in the algorithm, given a set of
selected 3-tuples S and a 3-tuple e ∈ E \ S for which h(S ∪ e) has been evaluated, we do not have to
evaluate h(S ∪e′) for another 3-tuple e′ ∈ E \S , if we can assert that h(S ∪e)−h(S) ≥ h(S ′∪e′)−h(S ′)
where S ′ ⊆ S denotes the set of selected 3-tuples at a previous step. This results in no loss of optimality
with respect to the original greedy algorithm.
• Exploiting subadditivity. Suppose that at any step of the greedy algorithm we have a set of selected
3-tuples S. Further, let e1 = (u,W, c1) and e2 = (u,W, c2) be two 3-tuples in E \S such that c1 and c2
comprise of only one chunk each and are mutually non-intersecting. Then, letting e′ = (u,W, c1 + c2),
we see that
h(S ∪ e′) ≤ h(S ∪ e1 ∪ e2) ≤ h(S ∪ e1) + h(S ∪ e2) (15)
where the first inequality stems from the fact that h(S ∪ e′) is monotonically increasing in the transmit
PSD of e′ and the second inequality stems from the monotonicity and subadditivity of h(.). Thus, we
have that
h(S ∪ e′) ≤ 2max{h(S ∪ e1), h(S ∪ e2)}. (16)
Then if S ∪ e1,S ∪ e2 as well as S ∪ e′ satisfy all the constraints, we can evaluate h(S ∪ e1), h(S ∪ e2)
and skip evaluating h(S ∪ e′). By adopting this procedure over all 3-tuples in E \ S, we can ensure that
the 3-tuple selected will offer at-least 1/2 the gain yielded by the locally optimal 3-tuple. Then, using
a well known result on the greedy algorithm with an approximately optimal selection at each step [30]
we can conclude that this variation of our greedy algorithm will yield an approximation guarantee of
1/2
1/2+M+1 when Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied.
Finally, in order to benchmark the performance of Algorithm I we derive two upper bounds. For convenience,
we only consider the case where there are no knapsack constraints so that (11) reduces to the maximization
of a monotonic sub-modular set function subject to one matroid constraint. Then, we suppose that Uopt and
Uˆ denote the optimal solution and that returned by Algorithm I. We obtain our first bound by specializing
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an upper bound from [28] (see also [29]) which is applicable to any monotonic sub-modular set function
maximization subject to one matroid constraint, as
h(Uopt) ≤ h(Uˆ) +
K∑
k=1
max
e∈E(k)\Uˆ
(h(Uˆ ∪ e)− h(Uˆ)), (17)
where {E (k)} have been defined in the proof of Lemma 1. For our second bound we exhaustively enumerate
each one of the |W|K possible assignments of precoding matrices to users. Then, for each assignment we
consider the weighted sum rate maximization over the uplink (2) after relaxing the per-user power constraint
to one where only a per-user sum power constraint has to be satisfied, i.e., each user can be assigned any power
value on any RB as long as it does not exceed its power budget. The latter problem can be efficiently solved
via convex optimization [31,32]. Finally, we choose the largest weighted sum rate value across all assignments
as the upper bound.
3 Practical Modulation and Coding Schemes
In the LTE-A uplink a scheduled user can be assigned one out of three modulations (4, 16 & 64 QAM) and
an outer Turbo-code whose coding rate is one out of several available choices. Since the available outer codes
are powerful and since the BS can employ near-optimal receivers (such as Turbo SIC) a reasonable choice
for the achievable rate region is the following. Let Se denote the constellation (with unit average energy and
cardinality Se) associated with 3-tuple e ∈ E . For any subset A ⊆ E and any RB n : 1 ≤ n ≤ N , let I(n)(A)
denote the mutual information evaluated for a point-to-point MIMO channel whose output can be modeled
as
y(n) =
∑
e∈A
√
pece(n)H
(n)
e W
(n)
e u
(n)
e + v
(n), (18)
where v(n) ∼ CN (0, I) is the additive Gaussian noise and u(n)e ∈ SNte is the input symbol vector corresponding
to 3-tuple e whose entries are independently and uniformly drawn from Se and where u(n)e ,u(n)e′ are mutually
independent for any e 6= e′. Then, for any U ⊆ E an achievable rate region is given by

r = [re]e∈U ∈ IR
|U|
+ :
∑
e∈A
re ≤
N∑
n=1
I(n)(A), ∀ A ⊆ U

 . (19)
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Notice that in deriving (19) we have assumed an ideal BS receiver as well as no DFT spreading by each user,
both of which allow for higher achievable rates.3 Unfortunately, no closed form expressions are available for
I(n)(A) and the rate region in (19) does not have a useful structure. Clearly the region defined before in
(5) assuming Gaussian inputs is an outer bound which however can be loose. Here we obtain a tighter outer
bound that also has a useful structure. We first offer the following result.
Proposition 1. For any subset A ⊆ E and any n : 1 ≤ n ≤ N , we have that
I(n)(A) ≤ min
R⊆A

log
∣∣∣∣∣∣I+
∑
e∈A\R
pece(n)H
(n)
e We(H
(n)
e We)
†
∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∑
e∈R
Nt log(Se)


︸ ︷︷ ︸
△
=g(n)(A)
(20)
Further the set function g : 2E → IR+ defined as g(A) =
∑N
n=1 g
(n)(A), ∀ A ⊆ E, is a rank function.
Proof. Consider any A ⊆ E , n : 1 ≤ n ≤ N and the model in (18). Using the chain rule for mutual information
along with the fact that the inputs corresponding to any two distinct 3-tuples of A are mutually independent,
we can upper bound I(n)(A) as
I(n)(A) ≤ I(n)(A \ R) +
∑
e∈R
I(n)(e),
for any R ⊆ A. Since the cardinality of the input corresponding to 3-tuple e is SNte we have that I(n)(e) ≤
Nt log(Se). Then using the fact that for any given input covariance, Gaussian inputs (with the same covariance)
maximize the mutual information (over the Gaussian noise channel model in (18)), we have that
I(n)(A \ R) ≤ log
∣∣∣∣∣∣I+
∑
e∈A\R
pece(n)H
(n)
e We(H
(n)
e We)
†
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Since these arguments are valid for any subset R ⊆ A, we can deduce that (20) is true. The remaining result
follows from basic definitions.
In this context, we note that the bound in (20) is a non-trivial generalization of a bound on the finite
alphabet mutual information over a point-to-point fading channel employed in [33] to derive a tight lower
bound on the outage probability. However, that bound when applied to our case would only yield I(n)(e) ≤
min{log |I+ pece(n)H(n)e We(H(n)e We)†|, Nt log(Se)} for any e ∈ E .
3Neglecting the per-user DFT spreading expands the rate region since the noise at the BS is assumed to be Gaussian and
independent across RBs.
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Next, we outer bound the region in (19) as
T (U , g) △=

r = [re]e∈U ∈ IR
|U|
+ :
∑
e∈A
re ≤ g(A), ∀ A ⊆ U

 . (21)
Invoking Proposition 1 we use the fact that g(.) is a rank function from which it follows that the region
T (U , g) is a polymatroid. Then invoking Lemma 2 we can infer the following result.
Proposition 2. For any choice of selected 3-tuples U ⊆ E , the rate region T (U , g′) △= T (U , g) ∩ B(U) is a
polymatroid which is characterized by the rank function
g′(A) = min
R⊆A

g(A \ R) +
∑
e∈R
Qe

 , ∀ A ⊆ U . (22)
Then, upon by defining
h′(U) = max
r=[re]e∈U
r∈T (U,g′)


∑
e∈U
αere

 , ∀ U ⊆ E ,
we consider the optimization problem
max
U⊆E
{h′(U)} s.t.
U ∈ I ;
AIxU ≤ 1M ; ACxU ≤ b. (23)
As before, it can be shown that the optimization problem in (23) is the maximization of a monotonic sub-
modular function subject to one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints. Algorithm I and its associated
results are thus applicable.
4 Simulation Results
In this section we present our simulation results. We simulate an uplink wherein the BS is equipped with four
receive antennas and each user has up-to two transmit antennas. The system has 1024 sub-carriers out of which
300 sub-carriers divided into 25 RBs (comprising of 12 consecutive sub-carriers each) are available as data sub-
carriers that are used for serving the users. We assume 10 active users, all of whom have identical maximum
transmit powers and identical path loss factors. We then use the SCM Urban Macro channel model [1] to
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generate the channel between each user and the base-station in an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)
manner. The antenna spacing at the BS is set to be 10 λ while that at each user is set to be 1 λ. In all
the results given below we assume that the BS employs the optimal receiver and each user can employ an
unconstrained (Gaussian) input alphabet. Furthermore, unless otherwise mentioned, we assume an infinitely
backlogged traffic model wherein each user has an infinite buffer size. 4 Also, the per-user weights which are
given as inputs to the scheduling algorithm are all set to one so that the objective in (2) reduces to the sum
rate. We note that since the system considered is homogeneous, fairness among users will also be ensured.
In Fig. 2, we assume no interference limit or control channel overhead constraints. We first con-
sider the case where each user is equipped with just one transmit antenna and plot the average cell
spectral efficiency curve obtained when Algorithm I is employed by the BS scheduler. We then con-
sider the case where each user is equipped with two transmit antennas and can use an antenna se-
lection codebook, i.e., W = {[1; 0], [0; 1]} along with the case where an expanded codebook (W =
{[1; 0], [0; 1], [1; 1]/√2, [1;−1]/√2, [1;−√−1]/√2, [1;√−1]/√2} [1]) can be used for each user. For each curve,
we plot a corresponding upper bound using (17). We caution here that while the upper bound in (17) is
very easy to compute, indeed the additional complexity to compute the bound once the solution of Algorithm
I is available scales only linearly in the number of users, the bound itself need not be achievable or tight. Its
main purpose is to show that the average performance of Algorithm I is significantly superior to its worst-case
guarantee, especially over large examples where computing the optimal solution via brute force enumeration is
not tractable. From the figure we observe that in each case, the performance of Algorithm I is more than 75%
of the upper bound, which is superior to the worst case guarantee 1/2 (obtained by specializing the result in
Theorem 3). Notice that antenna selection yields a gain of about 1dB over the system with single transmit
antenna users while the expanded codebook yields a further gain of about 0.6 dB. However, this additional
gain due to the expanded codebook requires an additional power amplifier at each user since simultaneous
transmission from both transmit antennas needs to be supported by each user. While antenna selection can
be realized with only one power amplifier at each user, in practise it incurs a switching loss of about 0.4 dB.
Finally, we note here that the linear increase observed for the spectral efficiency is due to the fact that we
have plotted the spectral efficiency versus SNR in dB (or equivalently the logarithm of the absolute SNR).
In Fig. 3 we consider an uplink where each user is equipped with just one transmit antenna as well as the
case where each user is equipped with two transmit antennas and can use an antenna selection codebook. We
plot the spectral efficiency obtained upon using Algorithm 1 when each user can be assigned at-most one chunk
4We normalize the per-user channels and the noise variance at the BS appropriately and refer to the max transmit power of
each user as the (transmit) SNR.
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(enforced by defining the set of feasible RB allocations accordingly) as well as spectral efficiency obtained when
each user can be assigned up-to two chunks. From the figure we see that the at-most one chunk restriction
does not result in any significant degradation and indeed can be enforced to reduce scheduling complexity as
well as to reduce the per-user PAPR. Higher bandwidths (translating to a greater number of available RBs
exhibiting greater frequency selectivity) can bring more gain for allowing up-to two chunks per scheduled user.
In Fig. 4 we consider the uplink of Fig. 3 but where there are seven active users. We plot the spectral
efficiency obtained upon using Algorithm 1 when each user can be assigned at-most one chunk, along with
the corresponding convex optimization based upper bound described in Section 2 (referred to in the legend as
Imp-UB). It is seen that the performance of Algorithm I is within 5% of this upper bound. While the convex
optimization based upper bound is much tighter and reveals the exceptional performance of Algorithm I, it
is computationally demanding to obtain and seems infeasible for larger examples, such as the one in Fig. 2
with ten users and an expanded codebook of cardinality six.
In Fig. 5 we consider an uplink where there are 15 RBs available for scheduling users and each user is
equipped with two transmit antennas and can use an antenna selection codebook. We impose a constraint
that no more than five users can be scheduled in each scheduling interval. We first plot the spectral efficiency
obtained upon using Algorithm 1 with one control channel overhead constraint to enforce the user limit. In
particular, this constraint has an equal coefficient of 1 for each user and a budget limit of 5. Then, we consider
two user pre-selection strategies wherein a pool of 5 users is pre-selected in each interval and Algorithm 1 is
then used on this pool without any constraints. The intention behind user pre-selection is to reduce scheduling
complexity. In the first strategy a greedy rule is employed wherein the reward associated with selecting a user
is set equal to the maximum rate that user can offer on any RB and the 5 users with the 5 largest rewards
are pre-selected. In the second strategy 5 users are randomly pre-selected. From the figures it is evident that
random pre-selection can result in a much degraded performance whereas greedy pre-selection seems a good
method to achieve complexity reduction without significant performance degradation.
In the following set of figures we use the 6 path equal gain i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel model to generate
the channel between each user and the base-station.
In Fig. 6 we consider the impact of the number of users (K) on the system performance over an uplink
which has N = 20 RBs available and wherein each user has one transmit antenna. We consider two values of
transmit SNRs and first capture the cell spectral efficiency (obtained when Algorithm I is employed by the BS
scheduler) as the number of users increases. We then depict the average per-user spectral efficiency. Notice
first that the cell spectral efficiency increases only logarithmically in the number of users since the number
of receive antennas is held fixed at four and consequently the per-user spectral efficiency is decreasing in the
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number of users (i.e., it is o(K)). Moreover, we note that in all the cases considered for SNR 18 dB, the
performance of Algorithm I is more that 75% of the upper bound in (17).
Next, in Figure 7 we assess the impact of finite buffers over the uplink of Fig. 6 but where there are N = 10
RBs available to service K = 10 users. In addition, each user can be assigned at-most one chunk of RBs. We
assume a fixed arrival rate per-user which is identical across all users and consider four different values for
this arrival rate along with an SNR of 13 dB. In each case we plot the cell spectral efficiency obtained when
Algorithm I is employed by the BS scheduler, as well as that obtained when a heuristic scheduler is employed.
In particular, the heuristic we consider is the one where Algorithm I is first employed assuming infinite buffer
sizes. Then, the finite buffer size constraint is imposed separately on each scheduled user. From the figure
we note that at low arrival rates the system is not resource limited in that all users can be simultaneously
assigned rates equal to their respective buffer sizes and any simple scheduling algorithm will suffice. However,
at moderate values of arrival rates directly incorporating the buffer sizes in the resource allocation step is
quite beneficial. At large values of arrival rates the performance of the heuristic will again approach that of
Algorithm I since the buffer size constraints will be increasingly irrelevant.
Finally, in Figure 8 we compare the performance of Algorithm I with that of the other algorithms that
have been proposed before. In this comparison, we assume that each user has one transmit antenna and can
be assigned at-most one chunk and there are N = 20 RBs available to service the users. We have considered,
to the best of our knowledge, all algorithms that yield feasible solutions to the problem at hand. In particular,
we plot the performance of three algorithms that have been proposed for single-user scheduling over the LTE
uplink. These include a greedy heuristic proposed in [14], an approximation algorithm referred to as benefit-
doubling (BD) proposed in [11] and another approximation algorithm based on the local ratio test (LRT)
proposed in [12]. In addition, we also plot the performance of another approximation algorithm, referred to
here as the enhanced local ratio test (ELRT) based algorithm [15], proposed for multi-user scheduling over
the LTE uplink where up-to two users can be simultaneously scheduled on an RB provided that any pair of
overlapping users are assigned the same set of RBs (a.k.a. the complete overlap constraint). From the figures,
we see that Algorithm I yields very significant gains over the previously proposed algorithms. These gains
stem from two facts. The first one is that multi-user scheduling over the LTE-A uplink enables substantial
gains by allowing multiple users to be co-scheduled on an RB and by relaxing the complete overlap constraint.
The second fact is that Algorithm I is near-optimal which allows it to capture almost all of the available gains.
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5 Conclusions
We considered resource allocation in the 3GPP LTE-A cellular uplink which allows for MIMO transmission
from each scheduled user as well as multi-user scheduling wherein multiple users can be assigned the same
time-frequency resource. We showed that the resulting resource allocation problem is NP-hard and then
proposed constant-factor polynomial-time approximation algorithms.
A Definitions
We capture some basic known definitions that are invoked in the paper.
Definition 1. Given a ground set Ω, we define its power set (i.e., the set containing all the subsets of Ω) as
2Ω. Then, a non-negative real valued function defined on the subsets of Ω, h : 2Ω → IR+ is a monotonic set
function if and only if it satisfies, 0 ≤ h(A) ≤ h(B), ∀ A ⊆ B ⊆ Ω. In addition, the set function is also a
submodular set function if and only if
h(B ∪ a)− h(B) ≤ h(A ∪ a)− h(A), ∀ A ⊆ B ⊆ Ω & a ∈ Ω \ B. (24)
Furthermore, the set function is also a rank function function if it is normalized, i.e., h(φ) = 0, where φ de-
notes the empty set. Then, the region defined as P(Ω, h) =
{
r = [re]e∈Ω ∈ IR|Ω|+ :
∑
e∈A re ≤ h(A), ∀ A ⊆ Ω
}
is a polymatroid.
A knapsack constraint on the elements of Ω is a constraint that can be expressed as
∑
e∈Ω aeXe ≤ b for
some non-negative scalars {ae}, b ∈ IR+ and where Xe is an indicator variable which is one if element e is
chosen and zero otherwise. Without loss of generality, we can assume that ae ≤ b, ∀ e ∈ Ω.
Definition 2. (Ω, I), where I is a collection of some subsets of Ω, is said to be a matroid if I is an indepen-
dence family:
• I is downward closed, i.e., A ∈ I & B ⊆ A ⇒ B ∈ I
• For any two members F1 ∈ I and F2 ∈ I such that |F1| < |F2|, there exists e ∈ F2 \ F1 such that
F1 ∪ {e} ∈ I. This property is referred to as the exchange property.
Definition 3. (Ω, I) is said to be a partition matroid when there exists a partition Ω = ∪Ji=1Ωi, where
Ωi ∩ Ωj = φ, ∀ i 6= j, along with integers ni ≥ 1 ∀ i such that
B ⊆ Ω : |B ∩ Ωi| ≤ ni ∀ i⇔ B ∈ I (25)
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Definition 4. An optimization problem is said to be NP-hard if any algorithm that returns an optimal solution
to the problem at hand given any instance as an input, and whose worst-case complexity (over all instances)
scales polynomially in the size of the ground set, can be used to construct such an algorithm for each NP-
complete problem. Construction of such algorithms for the latter class of NP-complete problems has been a
long standing open problem [34] and indeed the existence of such algorithms is thought to be highly improbable.
A constant factor approximation algorithm for a combinatorial optimization problem (in which the objective
must be maximized), is an algorithm which returns a feasible solution given any instance as an input such that
the objective value obtained using the returned solution is no less than Γ times the optimal objective value for
that instance. The factor Γ is referred to as the constant-factor and lies in the unit interval [0, 1] and must
be independent of the input instance.
B Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. We will first show that (11) is the maximization of a monotonic sub-modular set function subject to
one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints. Invoking Lemma 1, it suffices to show that the function
h(.) is a monotonic submodular set function. From the definition of h(.) in (7) it is readily seen that it is
monotonic, i.e., h(U) ≤ h(V), ∀ U ⊆ V ⊆ E . There are multiple ways to prove the submodularity of h(.)
and we detail one which directly shows that h(.) satisfies the property in (24) for any two subsets U ⊆ V
in E and any element e ∈ E \ V . Towards this end, let o(., .) denote an ordering function such that for
any subset U ⊆ E , o(U , k) is the 3-tuple having the kth largest weight among the 3-tuples in U . Hence we
have that αo(U ,1) ≥ αo(U ,2) ≥ αo(U ,|U|). Further, let us adopt the convention that for any subset U ⊆ E ,
o(U , 0) = φ & o(U , k) = φ, ∀ k ≥ |U|+ 1 & αφ = 0. Defining J = |U|, we now invoke Lemma 2 together with
the important property that the rate-tuple in each polymatroid that maximizes the weighted sum is determined
by the corner point of that polymatroid in which the 3-tuples are arranged in the non-increasing order of their
weights [19,20]. Thus, we can express h(.) as
h(U) = αo(U ,1)f ′(o(U , 1)) +
J∑
k=2
αo(U ,k)[f
′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)}) − f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k − 1)})]. (26)
Let q be the smallest integer in {1, · · · , J} for which αe > αo(U ,q) so that αe > αo(U ,j), ∀j ≥ q whereas
αe ≤ αo(U ,j), ∀j < q. As a result, using (26) we obtain that
h(U ∪ e)− h(U) = αe[f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)})] +
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J∑
k=q
αo(U ,k)
[
f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k − 1)} ∪ e)
−f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)}) + f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k − 1)})]
= αe[f
′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)})] +
J∑
k=q
αo(U ,k)
[
f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)})
−f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k − 1)} ∪ e) + f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k − 1)})] (27)
which can be re-written as
h(U ∪ e)− h(U) = (αe − αo(U ,q))[f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)})] +
J∑
k=q
(αo(U ,k) − αo(U ,k+1))[f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)})]. (28)
Consider now the set V and suppose that o(V, ik) = o(U , k), ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ J , where 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < iJ ≤ |V|.
Now let r be the smallest integer in {1, · · · , |V|} for which αe > αo(V ,r) and clearly we have r ≤ iq. Analogous
to (27), we express h(V ∪ e)− h(V) as
h(V ∪ e)− h(V) = αe[f ′({o(V , 1), · · · , o(V , r − 1)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(V , 1), · · · , o(V , r − 1)})] +
|V|∑
k=r
αo(V ,k)
[
f ′({o(V , 1), · · · , o(V , k)} ∪ e)− f ′({o(V , 1), · · · , o(V , k)})
−f ′({o(V , 1), · · · , o(V , k − 1)} ∪ e) + f ′({o(V , 1), · · · , o(V , k − 1)})] (29)
Due to sub-modularity of f ′(.) (cf. property in (24)) each of the terms corresponding to k = r, · · · , |V| in
the summation in (29) is non-positive. Consequently, we can upper bound h(V ∪ e)− h(V) by first dropping
the terms corresponding to k = iJ + 1, · · · , |V| and then reducing the weights of the remaining terms as
αo(V ,k) → αo(V ,ij) = αo(U ,j), ∀ k : ij−1 < k ≤ ij , j ≥ q + 1 while αo(V ,k) → αo(V ,iq) = αo(U ,q), ∀ k : r ≤ k ≤ iq.
Next, we order and parse the remaining 3−tuples in V as


o(V, 1), · · · , o(V , r − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
△
=Sq−1
, o(V , r), · · · , o(V , iq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
△
=Sq
, o(V , iq + 1), · · · , o(V , iq+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
△
=Sq+1
, · · · , o(V , iJ−1 + 1), · · · , o(V , iJ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
△
=SJ


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Combining all terms that have common weights (post the reduction step) we obtain the upper bound to be
h(V ∪ e)− h(V) ≤ (αe − αo(U ,q))[f ′(Sq−1 ∪ e)− f ′(Sq−1)] +
J∑
k=q
(αo(U ,k) − αo(U ,k+1))[f ′(Sq−1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk ∪ e)− f ′(Sq−1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk)] (30)
Finally, comparing (28) and (30) we note that (αe − αo(U ,q)) > 0 & {o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , q − 1)} ⊆ Sq−1 and
(αo(U ,k)−αo(U ,k+1)) ≥ 0 & {o(U , 1), · · · , o(U , k)} ⊆ Sq−1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk, ∀q ≤ k ≤ J . Consequently, we can invoke
the submodularity of f ′(.) again to conclude that the upper bound in (30) is less than h(U ∪ e)−h(U) so that
h(V ∪ e)− h(V) ≤ h(U ∪ e)− h(U), which establishes the submodularity of h(.).
We will now show that (11) is an NP hard problem. We will consider instances of the problem where the
number of RBs N = 1, all users have identical weights, unit powers, infinite queues and one transmit antenna
each and where the codebookW is degenerate, i.e., W = {1}. Thus, we have |E| = K. In addition, we assume
that the number of receive antennas is equal to the number of users K so that a given input of user channels
forms a K × K matrix, denoted here by H = [h1, · · · ,hK ]. Further, we will assume only one knapsack
constraint which in particular is a cardinality constraint on the number of users that can be scheduled on the
one available RB. We will show that the problem specialized to these instances is also NP-hard so that the
original problem is NP-hard. Note that the matroid constraint now becomes redundant and (11) simplifies to
maximizing the sum rate under a cardinality constraint
max
D=diag{d1,··· ,dK}
dk∈{0,1} ∀ k &
∑K
k=1
dk≤C
log |I +HDH†|, (31)
where C : 1 ≤ C ≤ K is the input maximum cardinality. Now using the determinant equality
log |I+HDH†| = log |I+DH†HD| (32)
together with the monotonicity of the objective function, we can re-write (31) as
max
D=diag{d1,··· ,dK}
dk∈{0,1} ∀ k &
∑K
k=1
dk=C
log |I+DH†HD|. (33)
Note that (33) is equivalent to determining the C × C principal sub-matrix of the positive definite matrix
I +H†H having the maximum determinant. Note that for a given K, an instance of the problem in (33) is
the matrix H together with C. We will prove that (33) is NP-hard via contradiction. Suppose now that an
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efficient algorithm (with a complexity polynomial in K) exists that can optimally solve (33) for any input
K ×K matrix H and any C : 1 ≤ C ≤ K. This in turn would imply that there exists an efficient algorithm
(with a complexity polynomial in K) that for any input C : 1 ≤ C ≤ K and any K × K positive definite
matrix Σ, can determine the C × C principal sub-matrix of Σ having the maximum determinant. Invoking
the reduction developed in [35], this would then contradict the NP hardness of the problem of determining
whether a given input graph has a clique of a given input size.
C Proof of Theorem 3
We first consider the complexity of Algorithm I and note that since the partition matroid constraint needs to
be satisfied, there can be at-most K steps in repeat-until loop of the algorithm. Also, recall that the the size
of the ground set E is O(KN4|W|). Then, at each step we need to compute h(S ∪ e) for each e ∈ E \ S such
that S ∪ e satisfies all the constraints. Thus, the worst-case complexity is O(K2N4|W|).
Let us now consider the approximation guarantees. Notice that due to the partition matroid constraint
any optimal solution to (11) cannot contain more that K 3-tuples. Then, using the subadditivity of h(.)
shown in Lemma 3 together with the facts that Algorithm I is monotonic and in its first step selects the
3-tuple of E having the highest weighted rate, suffice to prove the 1K guarantee. On the other hand, suppose
that Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied (over all instances). Consider the L control channel constraints and
let Eℓ denote the set of 3-tuples involved in the ℓth control channel constraint so that E = ∪Lℓ=1Eℓ. Recall
that Eℓ ∩ E ℓ′ = φ, ℓ 6= ℓ′ and notice that any set U ⊆ E that satisfies these L constraints can be expressed
as U = ∪Lℓ=1Uℓ, where U ℓ ⊆ E ℓ : |U ℓ| ≤ bℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ L, where bℓ is the cardinality bound imposed by
the ℓth control channel constraint. Thus the L control channel constraints together are indeed one partition
matroid. More importantly, the intersection of this partition matroid with the one defined in Lemma 1 is
also one matroid. To see this, let I ′ denote this intersection and recall the definitions given in Appendix
A. It can readily be seen that I ′ is downward closed. Then, we need to show that the exchange property
holds. Consider any F1,F2 in I ′ such that |F1| < |F2|. Clearly, the users corresponding to all 3-tuples in
F1 must all be distinct since F1 ∈ I . In addition, each 3-tuple of F1 can have a non-zero coefficient in only
one control channel constraint. Similarly for F2. Then consider any 3-tuple e ∈ F2 \ F1 such that no 3-tuple
in F1 contains the user ue. Notice that there must exist at-least one such 3-tuple. Clearly, for such a 3-tuple
F1 ∪ {e} ∈ I . Consequently, F1 ∪ {e} /∈ I ′ only if a control channel constraint is violated. Without loss of
generality, suppose this constraint is the first control channel constraint. Then, since all non-zero coefficients
in any control channel constraint are identical, we can deduce that there exists a 3-tuple e′ ∈ F1 such that
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e′ ∈ E1 but the user ue′ is not contained in any 3-tuple of F2. This observation together with the fact that
|F1| < |F2| allows us to conclude that there exists an e ∈ F2 \ F1 such that F1 ∪ {e} ∈ I ′, which then yields
the desired result.
Finally, combining this matroid with the other M (interference limit) matroid constraints, we see that the
feasible subsets belong to the intersection of M + 1 matroids and hence form a p−system where p = M + 1.
Then invoking the guarantee offered by the greedy algorithm on a p−system [30, 36], proves the second
part.
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Figure 1: A Feasible RB Allocation in the LTE-A UL: The assignment of RBs to each user is represented by
a shaded region.
Table 1: Algorithm I: Greedy Algorithm for LTE-A UL MU-MIMO
1: Initialize S = φ
2: Repeat
3: Determine
eˆ = arg max
e∈E\S
S∪e∈I;AIxS∪e≤1M ;ACxS∪e≤b
{h(S ∪ e)} (34)
and set vˆ = h(S ∪ eˆ)− h(S).
4: If vˆ > 0 Then
5: S ← S ∪ e
6: End If
7: Until vˆ ≤ 0 or eˆ = φ
8: Output S.
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Table 2: Symbol Definitions
K Number of users N Number of RBs
Nt Number of TX antennas at
each user
Nr Number of RX antennas at
BS
L Number of column sparse
knapsack constraints that
model the control channel
overhead constraints
AC ∈ {0, 1}
L×|E| Matrix containing the coef-
ficients of the column-sparse
knapsack constraints
∆ column sparsity level in AC b L length control channel
budget vector
M number of generic knapsack
constraints
AI ∈ [0, 1]
M×|E| Matrix containing the nor-
malized coefficients of the
generic knapsack constraints
αu Weight of user u ru rate (bits/frame) assigned to
user u
Pu Power budget of user u Qu Buffer size of user u
c N-length vector represent-
ing a valid RB assign-
ment containing at-most two
chunks
W Precoder matrix having unit
Frobenius norm
W Finite codebook of all pre-
coder matrices
C Set of all valid RB assign-
ments
e = (u, c,W) 3-tuple denoting allocation
of RB assignment c and pre-
coder W to user u
E Ground set containing all
possible 3-tuples
ue user in 3-tuple e ce RB assignment in 3-tuple e
We precoder in 3-tuple e I Collection of valid subsets of
E
H
(n)
e Channel matrix seen from
user ue on RB n
B(U) Region defined by buffer
sizes of 3-tuples in U
f(.), f ′(.), g(.), g′(.) four different rank functions P(U , f),P(U , f ′),
T (U , g),T (U , g′)
Polymatroids determined by
subset U ⊆ E and rank func-
tions f(.), f ′(.), g(.), g′(.),
respectively
h(.) Set function defined such
that h(U),∀ U ⊆ E yields
the maximum weighted
sum rate over polymatroid
P(U , f ′)
h′(.) Set function defined such
that h′(U),∀ U ⊆ E yields
the maximum weighted
sum rate over polymatroid
T (U , g′)
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Figure 2: Average spectral efficiency versus SNR (dB).
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